Hilcorp
Evaluating possible drilling locations at Beluga River Unit.

Division of Oil and Gas
Evaluating proposal for an oil and gas exploration license for Susitna Valley.

Hilcorp
Evaluating drilling a future exploratory well on the Iniskin Peninsula.

Glacier Oil and Gas
Planning 2018 offshore exploration program at Sabre prospect to evaluate unit acreage not in a PA.

Hilcorp
Evaluating possible drilling locations at Beluga River Unit.

Division of Oil and Gas
Approved an amendment to Kitchen Lights Unit plan of development which added the KLUL #6 Deep Jurassic well as an alternative plan.

Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
Cook Inlet OCS Lease Sale 244 held May 2017 received 14 bids on 14 tracts from Hilcorp Alaska, LLC totaling ~$3 million.
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Division of Oil and Gas
Approved an amendment to Kitchen Lights Unit plan of development which added the KLUL #6 Deep Jurassic well as an alternative plan.